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QUESTION 1

What are five reasons to use Attributes over a Shared Members dimension? 

A. To create crosstab reports 

B. To describe a dense dimension 

C. To describe a sparse dimension 

D. To perform comparisons based on certain type of data 

E. To perform calculations based on characteristics 

F. To add dimensionality to the database without increasing database size 

Correct Answer: ACDEF 

C: Attribute dimensions can only be applied to sparse dimensions. 

F: Varying attributes let you vary information in one dimension by up to four additional dimensions. A, D, E: 

Incorrect answer: 

B: Attribute dimensions can only be applied to sparse dimensions. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two are Essbase components? 

A. Essbase server 

B. Administration services 

C. C API 

D. Web Analysis 
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E. Financial reporting 

Correct Answer: AB 

Incorrect answer: 

C API is not a component of Essbase. 

Web analysis and Financial reporting are both parts of Hyperion, not Essbase. 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the two true statements about incremental loading. 

A. Allows for real time data access for end users. 

B. Creates *subscribes* along the main slice in the database. 

C. Materialization of slices is required to provide users the correct query results. 

D. Different materialized views may exist within a slice as compared to the main slice of the database. 

Correct Answer: AC 

A: Incremental loading and fast aggregation can provide near real-time analysis of transactional data. 

C: Incremental loading creates subcubes or slices alongside the primary slice of the database. 

Note: Following a data load, Essbase ASO does not store any aggregate values, but instead calculates them on
demand. For large databases, where the time required to generate these values may become inconvenient, the
database can materialize one or more aggregate "views", made up of one aggregate level from each dimension (for
example, the database may calculate all combinations of the fifth generation of Product with the third generation of
Customer), and these views are then used to generate other aggregate values where possible. This process can be
partially automated, where the administrator specifies the amount of disk space that may be used, and the database
generates views according to actual usage. This approach has a major drawback in that the cube cannot be treated for
calculation purposes as a single large hypercube, because aggregate values cannot be directly controlled, so write-back
from front- end tools is limited, and complex calculations that cannot be expressed as MDX expressions are not
possible. 

Hyperion Essbase - System 9 Database Administrator\\'s Guide 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to calculate average units sold by the customer dimension within an ASO database. The member formula
should calculate correctly regardless of level within the customer dimension. Identify the correct syntax for the member
formula. 

A. @AVG (SKIPBOTH, "Units_Sold"); 

B. Avg(Customer.CurrentMember.Children, [Units_Sold]) 

C. Avg([Customer].Children, [Units_Sold]); 
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D. Avg(Customer.CurrentMember.Children, [Units_Sold]); 

E. Avg(Customer.Children, [Units.Sold]); 

Correct Answer: B 

A custom rollup technique, custom rollup formulas, lets the cube builder define an MDX formula for each dimension
level. Analysis Services uses this formula to determine the value of the dimension level\\'s members. For example, you
could use an AVERAGE function rather than a summation to determine all members in one dimension level. If you use
the AVERAGE function, the MDX formula for a dimension called Customers would be Avg (
Customers.CurrentMember.Children ). Note: The MultiDimensional eXpressions (MDX) language provides a specialized
syntax for querying and manipulating the multidimensional data stored in OLAP cubes. While it is possible to translate
some of these into traditional SQL, it would frequently require the synthesis of clumsy SQL expressions even for very
simple MDX expressions. MDX has been embraced by a wide majority of OLAP vendors and has become the standard
for OLAP systems. 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify four disadvantages / considerations when using a transparent partition. 

A. Old data 

B. Slow retrievals 

C. Slow calculations if referencing dynamic calc members in the source 

D. Outline sync complexities 

E. Increased network load 

F. Downtime required to sync data 

Correct Answer: BCDE 

Disadvantages of Transparent Partitions 

*

 Outline synchronization is required (D) 

If you make changes to one outline, the two outlines are no longer synchronized. Although Essbase makes whatever
changes it can to replicated and transparent partitions when the outlines are not synchronized, Essbase may not be
able to 

make the data in the data source available in the data target. Essbase tracks changes that you make to block storage
outlines and provides tools to keep your block storage outlines synchronized. 

Note: 

Essbase does not enable automatic synchronization of aggregate storage outlines. You must manually make the same
changes to the source and target outlines. 

*

 Transparent partitions increase network activity, because Essbase transfers the data at the data source across the
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network to the data target. Increased network activity results in slower retrieval times for users. 

(E) 

*

 Because more users are accessing the data source, retrieval time may be slower. (B) 

*

 If the data source fails, users at both the data source and the data target are affected. Therefore, the network and data
source must be available whenever users at the data source or data target need them. 

*

 (C) When you perform a calculation on a transparent partition, Essbase performs the calculation using the current
values of the local data and transparent dependents. Essbase does not recalculate the values of transparent
dependents, 

because the outlines for the data source and the data target may be so different that such a calculation is inaccurate. To
calculate all partitions, issue a CALC ALL command for each individual partition, and then perform a CALC ALL 

command at the top level using the new values for each partition. 

*

 Formulas assigned to members in the data source may produce calculated results that are inconsistent with formulas or
consolidations defined in the data target, and vice versa. 

Note: Advantages of Transparent Partitions 

Transparent partitions can solve many database problems, but transparent partitions are not always the ideal partition
type. 

*

 You need less disk space, because you are storing the data in one database. 

*

 The data accessed from the data target is always the latest version. (not A) 

*

 When the user updates the data at the data source, Essbase makes those changes at the data target. 

*

 Individual databases are smaller, so they can be calculated more quickly. 

*

 The distribution of the data is invisible to the end user and the end user\\'s tools. 

*

 You can load the data from either the data source or data target. 
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*

 You can enable write-back functionality for aggregate storage databases by creating a transparent partition between an
aggregate storage database as the source and a block storage database as the target. 
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